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Ihe CAPE Holocene Prciect

The first task identified by CAPE was to
define the spatial and temporal patterns of
environmental change in the Arctic during the
Holocene. With a rich and diverse set of proxy
data available in a continuous, or near-con-
tinuous time series, the Holocene offers possi-
bilities for paleoenvironmental reconstruction
at a level of precision unavailable for earlier
periods. The Holocene includes the interval of
instrumental and written records, thus allow-
ing a firmly-based calibration of proxy data in
terms of climate variables, and it overlaps with
the period of rapidlyincreasing CO, content in
the atmosphere, a significant feature to be
evaluated when predicting future climate
change.

A wide range of terrestrial and marine

CAPE (Circum-Arctic PaleoEnviron-
ments), is a Project within IGBP-PAGES with
a central mandate to link international and
national Arctic paleo-programs, and to
provide a forum for regional syntheses and
modeling, particularly those tasks that cannot
be easily achieved by individual investigators
or even regionally-focused research teams.
The emphasis of CAPE is on paleo-
environmental reconstructions covering the
Iast 250,000 years of Earth history, concentrat-
ing on circum-arctic terrestrial environments
and adjacent continental margins. The
primary mechanism by which CAPE will per-
form its role is through a series of tightly fo-
cussed workshops that address specific topics
identifiedby the community as key to ourun-
derstanding of the role of the Arctic in the cli-
mate system.

proxies exist as time series for the Holocene.
Our goal was to synthes2e these time series to
characterize the Earth's surface in theArcfic at
1 ka time slices through the Holocene. On
Iand, reconstructions were based primarily on
paleovegetation data (pollen and macrofos-
sils) interpreted in terms of a limited number
of vegetation types. Other surface characteris-
tics include the dishibution of lakes and gla-
cier ice, and paleoshorelines. Additional ter-
restrial paleoenvironmental data are available
less commonly from ice cores and tree rings,
and diagnostic changes in isotope data in
lakes, aerial plankton, diatoms, and various
other faunal and floral elements. Key marine
characteristics are the seasonal and permanent
sea ice distribution, sea surface temperature
(SST), water mass type (e.g. Polar versus At-
lantic/Pacific) and dominant currents. A key
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Fig. 1: CAPE Regional Subdivisions CAPE Holocene Meeting Regional Co-ordinators

REGION 1I FENNSCANDIA
Terrestrial: Sheila Hicks, U. of Oulu, Finland
Marine: Morten Hald - U, of Tromso, Norway

REGION 2; EUR OPEAN ARCTIC
Terrestrial: Valeri Astakou nnd Andrei Andreea
Marine: Yugene Musatou

REGION3; I4EST SIBERIA
Terrestrial: Dmitri Bolshyana and Olga Borisoaa,
Arctic €t Atlantic Institute, St. Ptersburg
Marine: Vladimir Zarhidze and Yugene Musatoa,
Russian lnstitute of Arctic Geology, St. Petersburg,
Russin

REGION 4: CENTRAL SIBERIA
Terrestr ial : Hans Hubb er ton
Marine: Heidi Kassens

REGION 5I EASTERN SIBERIA
Terrestrial: Veteslaa Markeea and Nicolai Romnnoski
Marine: Heidi Kassens

REGION 6r FÄR EÄST RUSSIA
Terrestrial: Anatoly a Lochkin
Marine: Yugene Musatoa and Glen lones

REGION 7: ALASI(A
Terrestrial: Linda Brubaker, U, Washington, WA,
USA
Marine: Peter Barnes,USGS, Menlo Park, CA, USA

REGION 8: I ESTERN CANADIAN ARCTIC
Ter r estrial: Les Cwy nar
Marine: Steoe Blasco, Geol. Suraey Canada, Atlantic,
Dartmouth, NS, Canada

REGION 9: CENTML CANADIAN ARCTIC
Terrestrial: Glen MacDonald, UCLA, CA, USA and
Konrad Gajewski,U. Laaal, Quebec, Ünada
Marine: Art Dyke, GSC Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada and Peta Mudie, GSC Atlantic, Dartmouth,
NS, Canada

REGION 10r EASTERN CANÄDIAN ARCTIC
Terrestrial: Gifford Miller, Uniu. of Coloradol
1NS7]44R, CO,USA
Marine: John Andrews, Unio. of ColoradollN STAAR,
CO,USA and Peta Mudie, GSC Atlantic,
Dartmouth, NS, Cnnada

REGION 11; GREENI"AND
Terrestrial: Ole Bennike, DGU, Copenhagen,
Denmark
Marine: Rudiger Stein, AW, Bremerhaaen, Germany

REGION 72: ICELAND
Terrestrial: Aslaug Geirsdottir,Unia. of lceland, .

Icelaid
Marine: Aslaug Geirsdottir, Uniu. of lceland,leeland
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WORKSHOP REPORTS
element of CAPE is to ensure that the synthe-
ses are data-based, with full documentation of
the sources, and archiving of the primary data
in one of the international paleoenvironmental
databases.

The lommiMeeting

The first meeting of the CAPE Holocene
Project was held in Lammi, Finland on 4-8
April1997. Nearly 40 scientists from Canada,
Denmark, Finland, Germany, Iceland, Nor-
way, Russia, Sweden, United Kingdom, and
the United States, who are currently active in
Arctic research attended the meeting. To s1'n-
thesize the vast anay of observational data,
twelve regional working groups were estab-
lished in Fall,1996 (Fig. 1). For each region,
individuals were recruited to lead the marine
and terrestrial compilations. As regional com-
pilations were completed, the data were en-
tered into digital spreadsheets so that the re-
gional syntheses could be compiled for the
entire Arctic and compared to model simula-
tions in real time during the meeting. At the
Lammi meeting, the participants evaluated
the spatial patterns of vegetation reconstruc-
tions and inferred summer temperatures in
1ka time slices, concentrating on the 10ka and
6 ka time slices. For these times GCM summer
temperature anomalies and reconstructed
vegetation from the NCAR-GENESIS-EVE
and/or BIOME 6000 models are available for
comparison. Marine reconstructions of SST
were begun, but were hampered by the lim-
ited distribution of well dated cores, the diver-
sity of the proxies used, and the difficulty in
differentiating polar water masses outside the
area of Atlantic water influence. Color maps of
the 6ka and 10 ka GCM temperature anoma-
lies were generated, on which the semi-quan-
titative estimates of temperature from nearly
400 individual sites were superimposed in a
color- and size-coded scheme corresponding
to the sign and magnitude of change recon-
structed from the proxy data. Strong spatial
patterns emerged that are by and large concor-
dant with the GCM simulations.

Accomplishments ond tuture Directions

The consensus of the participants at the
Lammi meeting was that major strides were
achieved in the synthesis of the terrestrial data.
Particularly encouraging was the develop-
ment of a consensus scheme to characterize
Arctic vegetation by a limited number of
biomes (see Table), and the real-time visualiza-
tion of these reconstructions for the entire Arc-
tic. The marine slmthesis was less complete. It
was hampered by more complex, multi-proxy
datasets, and less comprehensive spatial cov-
erage. The history of sea ice variations, the
single most important marine surface param-
6

eter remains elusive, although promising data
are emerging using marine dinoflagelates as
sea-ice proxies. Howeveq, few high-resolution
Holocene records for the Arctic have been
developed.

A follow-up meeting will be held within
the next 18 months, and a journal issue dedi-
cated to the regional compilations and pan-
Arctic synthesis will be a final product.
For more detailed information, please visit the
CAPE Homepage at:
http: I I www.ngdc.noaa.gov / paleo I cape /
TOC.htm.

TWo new CAPE projects will be initiated
within the next 18 months:
1) Ahigh-resolution slmthesis of the last ika to
2 ka, addressing seasonal to decadal climate
change,
2) Synthesis of the Last Glacial Maximum
(LGM), ca.2lkato 10ka.

Grrrono H. Mrurn, Arorns Ervrnrtsr
CAPE Co-Choirs
gmiller@colorodo.edu, elverhoi@geologi.uio. no

Srrru Hrcrs
Lommi Meeting Orgonizing Comitlee Choirhicks@sveko.oulu.fi I
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